
Take advantage of storage consolidation for centralized backup.
Not just any storage consolidation – EqualLogic’s iSCSI-based storage solution with enterprise
quality data services, performance, high availability, and scalability.  Centralized backup simplifies
the process, protects all your data, and eases management.

Virtually unlimited snapshots for better backup.
Backing up from data using snapshots helps to minimize lost work, improve recovery time, and
ensure data integrity. Our automated snapshot functionality gives you as many point-in-time
copies of data as you need, for heterogeneous servers throughout your enterprise.  While other
solutions limit the number of snapshots to 64 or 128, our arrays support up to 10,000.  Using
snapshots for backup, testing, and other functions lets your data work harder for your business.

PS Series snapshots shrink backup windows and provide instant restore.
Instead of bringing applications down for long periods during backup, you can take a snapshot in
seconds, return to production operations, and then backup the snapshot.  Now, the time it takes
to run backups doesn’t matter, because you are not interrupting business. Restore is equally
easy and fast – mount any snapshot and instantly restore that data.  Automated scheduling 
further reduces backup management tasks.

Application-consistent snapshots ensure data integrity.
EqualLogic PS Series arrays support application-aware snapshots, allowing you to execute them
online and not worry about getting bad backup data.  Without application-awareness, you risk
backing up data during processing that turns out to be unusable.

Flexible access control enables offloaded backups.
You can create the snapshot on your application server and have another server access it for
backup – this feature reduces backup windows even further, and offloads processing from your
application servers.
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